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Newborn Seions
- PACKAGES -
Full Newborn Session..............................................$595
25+ edited high res digital images
Parent & Siblings
Bean bag & Prop Posing
Flokati & Wreath

MMini Newborn Session.........................................................$325*
8-10 edited high res digital images
Choice of one (1) of the following set ups
~Parent & Sibling
~Bean Bag
~Props; bowls & baskets
~Flokati (that lush furry blanket)

** all sessions require payment at time of session

**all sessions are held at my Long Grove IL studio

Newborns



Full or Mini
WHICH IS BEST FOR YOU, AND YOUR NEW BUNDLE?

Full Sessions - $595
Looking for it all? That is the full session.  
Posing baby on the blankets, in buckets 
& baskets, sibling & parent,beautiful 
composites, all of the bitsand pieces 
your tiny new bundle has.

TThey are only this little, for a very short time.
A full session will help you capture all
of the sweet and precious tiny loves.

Full sessions last approx 1.5 hours,
and you will have a very chunky
gallery of 25+ images. 



Full or Mini
WHICH IS BEST FOR YOU, AND YOUR NEW BUNDLE?

Mini Sessions $325
Mini sessions are great if you are look-
ing for a TJP session, at a smaller
price point.  Select from 1 of our 5
mini set ups.  Flokati: those luxury
furry blankets with great posing. 
Blanket: naked baBlanket: naked baby, posed in a 
variety of styles.  Props: baskets
buckets, and all of the fun poses. 
Parent(s) & sibling:  Baby posed
in a variety of shots with mom, dad
and or siblings.  Composites:  a comp-
osite is consisted of one or 2 images
ththat are then photoshoped into a 
variety of scenes after the session.

Session lasts approx 30 minutes, and
you will receive 8 digital images. 



Newborn Sessions
WE OFFER 2 KINDS OF NEWBORN SESSIONS

Vibrant Sessions
If color and whimsy are what you
dream in a newborn session, then
the Vibrant Session is what you are 
looking for.  Bright ower arrange-
ments, with lush pops of dreamy
ccolors, Tracy Joy loves to mix colors
and experiment to make each session
unique and expressive. 

Neutral Sessions
Just as you would expect, these 
sessions are soft, natural, and will
only display colors in the beige or 
cream color palette.  You will have
the same great props and poses
but the but the colors will be muted and
organic in look. 



Baby Milestones
6 mos, 9 mos, 12mos & 18 mos

Baby Milestones
Baby Milestones are important, especialy since they grow so quickly the first year

- PACKAGES -
Full Baby Milestone Session..............................................$325
20+ edited high res digital images + print release

Mini Baby Milestone Session............................................$199
5 edited high res digital images + print release

*choice of clothing from our studio waredrobe
****all sessions are held at my Long Grove IL studio



Couture Child Portraiture
Due to the time & prep, we only offer full sessions for couture portraits

Couture Session............................$550
25+ edited high res digital images + print release
Fairytale Magic for boys & girls
select from our custom waredrobe and props



Maternity Seions
- PACKAGES -
Full maternity Session..............................................$425
20+ edited high res digital images + print release
includes shots with children & partner

Mini maternity Session............................................$250
5 edited high res digital images + print release

**choice of clothing from our studio waredrobe
**all sessions are held at my Long Grove IL studio
or local parks & forests



Experience
Starting my professional career in 2008, I have now photographed close to 1,000 precious newborns 
and their families.  I take pride in my work, & enjoy a regular and continued education in my industry. 

Safety
TThis is #1 to me. Safety with newborn photography is something I hold dear and passion for.  It is 
nothing to take lightly.  Along with my 8+ years of newborn experience, I am also a mother to 3 (and 
aunt to many).  All of my images are conducted in the utmost safe  and precautionary way.  

Quality
Aside from my passion and love of photography, I also upkeep top quality equipment.  MY EQUIPMENT IS 
constantly taken care of, updated and serviced.  All images to clients are delivered in top high reso-
lution digital format.  Your prints (from any professional lab) will be the top quality. 

Just.... Me
I love what I do, and  hope it shows in my work and relationships with my clients.  Many who become 
long lasting friends, and like family. 

W hy B ook Tracy Joy?



tracy@tracyjoy.com
http://www.tracyjoy.com

facebook.com/tracyjoyphotography

Due to the volume client inquiries I recieve, I only handle questions & booking via eMail 
this helps keep documentation of our correspondance and lets me give the 
best level of customer service and attention to detail to everyone. Thanks!

Hi!

CONTACT ME TODAY


